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ticability of the scheme. This back-to-the-land move-
ment was the most important factor In the awakening of
the desire for the repopulation of Palestine, and was ac-
centuated hy the foundation, on April 5, 1870, of the
agricultural school Mikved Israel tinder the Alliance Is-
raelite. The enthusiasm for agricultural work became
greater and greater. Edmond de Eothschild devoted a
great amount of money to the purchase of land in Pales-
tine. He established settlements for the immigrants
from Russia and Romania, and he built for them schools
and synagogues. Soon this initiative became very popu-
lar and almost general among the Jews. The colonies
became larger and cooperative associations with branches
in several cities were formed. The products from
the colonies were sent for sale to the cities, enabling
the former to become self-supporting. With the revival
of the Hebrew language in these settlements, it was
proved once for all that the regeneration of Palestine
was possible. It was at the time of the death of Herzel
that Zionism gave to this aspiration a new vigor and
a definite form. The memories of the Holy City, of its
glorious history, crystallized this time into an intense
and practical wish for the rebuilding of Palestine, where
the Jews should live "each under his vine and fig-tree."
Several steps were taken to facilitate the immigration of
Jews into Palestine and to form new settlements.
In the year 1312 of the Turkish calendar, correspond-
ing to 1897 a.d., the Grand Vizier of Turkey, Kiutshuk
Said Pasha, closed the gates of Palestine to the new
Jemsh immigrants, and imposed restrictions on the pur-
chase by them of lands of any respectable size. He al-
lowed the Jews to visit Palestine only when provided
with a "red passport," good for a brief period only, and
limited to the purpose of pilgrimage. By reason of rep-
resentations made in the year 1912 by the undersigned,
former Chief Rabbi of Turkey, these discriminations

